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Follow-up to Beginner's Guide to Traditional Archery (0-8117-3133-2) Traditional gear for whitetails

Scouting and mapping techniques along with info on stalking and still-hunting deer and using

treestands and ground blinds Traditional bowhunters must be close to their quarry before they take

a shot, and that nearness is what makes the hunt so thrilling and personally rewarding. That

excitement and respect for natural resources and the hunting tradition infuses this unique guide. A

chapter on the whitetail deer population and increases in urban and suburban areas deals with this

recent phenomenon and tells how traditional bowhunters can help solve the problem. The book

includes recipes for venison and a list of traditional archery suppliers.
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Brian Sorrells spent four years in the U.S. Army before beginning a career in law enforcement that

has spanned twenty-five years. His love for hunting and the outdoors began at a young age. He has

shot and hunted with the longbow for more than two decades. Sorrells is a masthead contributor for

Traditional Bowhunter magazine and also writes regularly for many other archery and hunting

magazines. He is the author of Beginner's Guide to Traditional Archery and Traditional Bowhunting

for Whitetails. He lives in Bedford, Indiana.

This is a well written and very good book. The author teaches in a very simple manner to

understand and gives the knowledge of hunting deer and also being a steward of the forest and

fields. Can't go wrong



A thousand small key ideas - Well just to give an example. I missed my first two deer off a tripod

because I did not know to bend at the waist instead of lowering the bow which changes your

geometry. This key idea is outlined in the book among many others like how to guestimate distance

to your deer, etc, etc, etc. This book would have kept me from missing two nice bucks clean if I had

read it at the time. You know what Samuel Clements (i.e. Mark Twain) stated: "It isn't what you don't

know that gets you in trouble, its what you thought you knew that was wrong." This book goes along

way to correcting many problems that you would have to figure out by trial and error. White tails

permeate this country including the eastern NM mountains where I hunt them and Mule deer in one

location - ahhh, the good life. I found this book helpful for that reason. Since reading it, I have

ordered several copies for friends. Also, there are several places online where you can read a big

section of this book including  and make your own determination. It is confusing as to the only other

rater so far gives it one star. I admit it does have a 1960's look to its printing job, but the information

is just as valuable no matter what color the pictures. Also it is available used at about $2.00 a pop

on .

a good book, but does lack detailed imformation that a beginner would need. Is well written and fills

out my libary.
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